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The journey starts for destinations by  

defining what makes them the 'greatest trip  

of all time’ to make that bucketlist.

If 2021 was about domestic travel,2022  

is the year of the “bucket list” trip.

‘65% of respondents are  
planning to “go big”’

CNBC, January 2022

Task at hand



Flexibility & Loyalty Contactless Experience Events Reinvented

There is no doubt that the pandemic changed  
the travel experience

Adopted & Evolved



A new, pandemic traveler profile emerged

Amid chaos,people  

found efficiencies

New passions and  

refinedpreferences

Wellness willspan  

beyond thegym

Anew sense of caring  

for people &places



Global digital mediaconsumption:  

22% in2015

34% in2021

And this new traveler persona  
requires attention today

✓ Mergers & acquisitions can remain apopular  

growth and survival strategy

✓ Content distribution will get more complexbut  

also more nimble

Change: Consumer Behavior  

Challenge: Brand Entertainment

Opportunities:

✓ Content, capabilities and scale need to battle  

the digital media giants



Evolving Social Media Ecosystem 



Change: Data Awareness  

Opportunity: Digital UserJourney

And support in  

navigating data security  

over the coming months Globally,

43%
of internet  

users use  

ad blockers

Opportunities:

✓ Rise of zero-party data -personal information is  

culled directly by the site or app

✓ Rise of zero-knowledge proof technology to enable  

ultimate privacy

✓ Rise of Face ID, fingerprints or other forms  

of biometric authentication



In the future Web 3 & Metaverse -will reinvent  

the consumer experience

Today 2025 Decades Out





But balancing  

reactivity with longevity,
starts for marketers today

meeting travelers' needs  

where they already are

What if:
➢ Resorts invited social media influencers intheir

promotional videos and live streams as hosts to help  

inform of destinations instead of traditionalcelebrities?

What if:
➢ Hotels doubled as coworking communitiesfor digital

nomads? Providing space for remote workers from  

differentdisciplines to come together and share ideas.



In the near-term, data-driven  

programs can be used to add  

convenience & privacy

What if:
➢ Travelers preselected their triprequirements—from

airport transportation to hotel roomamenities—

allowing companies to anticipate every detail,  

contactless and on thego?

What if:
➢ Those travelers use platforms powered byzero-

knowledge cryptography, a privacy and blockchain  

scaling technology for rewards and loyaltyprograms  

allowing for ultimate userprivacy.



Long-term, immersive  

experiences will change the  

way we socialize, shop and  

celebrate

What if:
➢ Instead of photos and videos, hospitality brands extend

souvenirs into the NFT and gaming space, letting memories

life on in online spaces beyond traditional social media and

photo albums?

What if:
➢ VR optimized travel? Opening people’s mindto

destinations and experiences they would havenever  

otherwise considered.



From Web 3 immersive playground to digital rewardsprograms

"For the Korea TourismOrganization, metaverse marketing is no longer an option,  

but an imperative in promoting Korean tourism." - Korea Herald, 2022

Gamified experience on Zepeto, letting users engage with 
Korea inspired elements on the platforms

Korea Tourism OrganizationSamsung 837X

Gamified experience on Decentraland, including NFTs & 
wearables, live DJ and event 





The opportunity:

Reinvent the tourism experience

In the immediate: 

Challenge media  

overload

➢ Win by cultivating interest and  

driving attention. Thrive for stronger  

impact through a unique approach  

across content and partners -

spanning pop culture and news.

In the near term: 

Challenge privacy  

technology

➢ Win by updating data privacy  

technology, and learning to  

address travellers’ needs,  

personalizing experiences despite  

the new cookie-less environment.

In the long term: 

Challenge the barriers  

of Web 2

➢ Win by integrating immersive  

touchpoints and blockchain-

enabled web 3 platforms and  

tools to enhance visualization  

and commerce.



THANK YOU



Available on STB.GOV.SG:
• Marketing concepts and frameworks 
• Tools and templates
• Inspirational webinars

Subscribe to updates by 
Marketing College here: 
go.gov.sg/mcmailinglist

Our popular Masterclass Series continues in April 2022, 

featuring a session by TikTok for tourism businesses.

Masterclass Series 2021:

https://go.gov.sg/mcmailinglist

